2022 IRP & Decarbonization Milestones

• Jan. 21   IRP outreach promotion begins
  • Email campaign to key stakeholders, all previous workshop participants and people who follow the project on OPPDCommunityConnect (OCC)
  • Inform them that the IRP is posted on OCC and comments and questions will be accepted through Feb. 21.
  • Let them know a virtual presentation will be held on Feb. 3 to address comments and questions.

• Jan. 21   Promotion begins through social media, media contacts (CorpComm)

• Jan. 21   Decarb summary video updated to include final results from Workshop 6

• Jan. 21   IRP Draft posted on OCC – comments and questions

• Feb. 1    IRP virtual presentation - opportunity for Q & A with SMEs (Internal)

• Feb. 3    IRP virtual presentation - opportunity for Q & A with SMEs (External)

• Feb. 15   Energy Portfolio & Customer work stream summary presented in Committee

• Feb. 20   Last Day for questions and feedback on IRP

• Feb. 25   IRP Final

• Feb. 28   IRP Submission

• Mar. 15   Community & Internal Operations work stream summary presented in Committee

• 2022+    Advanced Feasibility studies occur for Supply & Demand side options from Energy Portfolio